A toolbox for the assessment of engineering performance in a realistic aircraft design task is presented. Participants solve a multidisciplinary optimisation (MDO) task by means of a graphical user interface (GUI). The quantity and quality of visualisation may be systematically varied across experimental conditions. The GUI also allows tracking behavioural responses like cursor trajectories and clicks. Behavioural data together with evaluation of the generated aircraft design can help uncover details about the underlying decision making process. The design and the evaluation of the experimental toolbox are presented. Pilot studies with two novice and two advanced participants confirm and help improve the GUI functionality. The selection of the aircraft design task is based on a numerical analysis that helped to identify a 'sweet spot' where the task is not too easy nor too difficult.
Introduction
Given the sheer complexity of many current day engineering projects, it has become impossible for individuals to comprehend the entire system, and collaboration among experts from diverse disciplines has become highly relevant for the success of research and design departments (Kolonay, 2013) . Consider, for instance, the complexity of aircraft design (Felder and Collopy, 2012) , and the multitude of external and internal players involved in it. On one hand, close cooperation between designers and stakeholders is necessary in order to specify goals about future aircraft concepts. On the other hand, specific design projects require that experts from diverse science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields collaborate on a high technical level. Researchers at the Institute for Air Transportation Systems at the German Aerospace Center (DLR) work to bridge both these cooperation levels. Externally, they interact closely with stakeholders like airports, airlines, aircraft and air traffic management to develop holistic understanding of air-transportation. Internally, this knowledge provides significant boundary conditions for aircraft design projects and flows into the design of interdisciplinary collaborative tools (Böhnke et al., 2011; Nagel et al., 2012 Nagel et al., , 2013 .
The day-to-day practise of high-level integrative work exposed the need to gain explicit knowledge about the mechanisms of collaborative engineering. This realisation is shared with Ilan Kroo and Juan Alonso at Stanford University, who proposed a third generation multidisciplinary aircraft design view, highlighting the need for understanding decision processes in multidisciplinary teams. We consider the improvement of collaboration among engineers from different sub-disciplines and between engineers and stakeholders as a major challenge toward improving engineering education and toward providing conditions for better engineering practise and success. As a mean to that end, the goal of this paper is to address the question of how engineering performance can be assessed depending on a given working context -the context is what can be manipulated to encourage performance. Understanding the relationship of performance and context is clearly an empirical question that needs to be addressed with methods from the psychological and sociological sciences. Such methods are adapted to develop an experimental toolbox. The toolbox incorporates a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows one to evaluate how different modes of visualisation influence the performance of engineers when they solve an aircraft design task -formulated as a multidisciplinary optimisation (MDO) problem. With this study a base-line experiment is created, which currently is the basis of a controlled experimental study. Note that, at the current stage, only individual performance can be accessed. However, it is intended to extend the toolbox to study collaborative engineering.
Related work
Support of multidisciplinary working projects range from visualisation techniques (Eppler and Lengler, 2007) and knowledge-based support tools (Elgh, 2013; Fruchter et al., 1996; la Rocca and van Tooren, 2008; Oellrich and Mantwill, 2013; Patel et al., 2012) to entire facilities (Bachmann et al., 2012; Dineva et al., 2013; Schubert et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2013) . Noteworthy is a tool for visualisation of airline disruption data that was developed based on extensive interviews of airline operations controllers, (Rosenthal et al., 2013) . Reversely, empirical research is also applied to specify ability requirements for professionals. Eye-tracking systems allow to evaluate the ability to recognise and attend to critical situations, which has recently been introduced into the selection process for air-traffic controllers and pilots (Hasse et al., 2012 (Hasse et al., , 2013 . Critical in this research is to find appropriate scanning behaviour when participants assess information -human behaviour has to be well adapted to the given visualisation tools (Eißfeldt, 2011; Eißfeldt et al., 2011) . That perception, cognition, and action form a coupled dynamic system is also shown in basic cognitive science research (Breazeal et al., 2005; Buss and Spencer, 2012; Erlhagen and Schöner, 2002; Simmering et al., 2008; Spencer et al., 2009) . Thus, changing the visual context and behavioural history have a profound impact on how people make decisions. The present study exploits the close relationship of action, perception and cognition to help uncover how the quality and quantity of visual information might influence engineers' performance during a design task. In the long run, this research aims to find requirements and guidelines for how to improve the Integrated Design Laboratory (IDL; see Bachmann et al., 2012) .
The scope of this paper is on the methodology of developing the experimental toolbox, which is related to solving two major challenges. First is the selection of an appropriate MDO task, that is challenging but doable for the experimental target group, which is engineering students (presented in Section 3). Second is the provision of the experimental toolbox -a user interface, GUI -in which experimental conditions can be manipulated, and with which behavioural data can be collected (presented in Section 4). In Section 5, pilot studies with four subjects (two novice and two advanced engineering students) are presented, the results confirm that the feasibility of the MDO-GUI toolbox as a mean to study engineering performance. In addition, based on the pilot data analysis, critical improvements of the experimental toolbox are identified. In conclusion (Section 7), with the improvements in place, a complete experimental study can be conducted and extended.
Prerequisites for experimental research
The selection of an appropriate MDO design task is a central goal of this study and mandatory for the development of an experimental toolbox. Parts of this Section have been presented in Dineva et al. (2013) .
Software tools for experimentation
To keep laboratory investigation close to real work scenarios, experimental studies are based upon VAMPzero (Bachmann et al., 2010; Böhnke et al., 2011) , which is the current software tool used to study preliminary aircraft design configurations at DLR. VAMPzero calculates a mass-breakdown and global performance data by using a mix of statistical (handbook) and low-fidelity physical methods and models. Calculations are initialised with a dataset comparable to the Airbus aircraft A320-type that is provided as a CPACS file [CPACS is a xml-based common language for aircraft design (see Nagel et al., 2012) ]. To create new designs, participants can interactively modify control parameters of the A320-type dataset and then iterate VAMPzero through a GUI (programmed in Matlab®).
Restriction of parameter settings
The selection of adequate control and output parameters is mandatory for a good aircraft design task for engineering graduates to be able to perform. In several discussion sessions, our team (of engineers and cognitive scientists) deliberately settled for a relatively small number of control and output parameters. As control parameters, the aircraft's design range, wing span, and the engine's bypass ratio (BPR) were considered.
A systematic numeric test was setup to investigate in detail their effects on the output parameters fuel mass, take-off mass (TOM), operating empty mass (OEM), and direct operating costs (DOC). In the subsequent analysis, we looked for global dependencies of the control on the output parameters to further narrow the experimental task. From the perspective of an operating airline, lower values are better for all of the above output parameters, therefore the optimisation goal of the task is to adjust the control parameters such that output parameters are minimised.
Numeric testing procedure
To evaluate if a given subset of control parameters indeed circumscribes a reasonable design task for engineering students, VAMPzero was repeatedly iterated. Combinations of three control parameters, the values of which were varied in small steps, were tested. Input settings and resulting output values were recorded for each iteration. Tests and the subsequent analysis were performed with Matlab®.
Parameter analysis
For analysis, the dependencies of output parameters on the input parameters were visualised. Most indicative were three-dimensional (3D) surface plots in which the local optima per design variable are highlighted. Examples are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . Each subplot in Figure 1 shows how the DOC change for different wing span and bypass ratio settings and a fixed design range; the design range is varied between subplots and increases from the top left to the bottom right subplot. Figure 2 represents the same data, however rearranged such as to vary the engine's bypass ratio from low to high values across the subplots. Notes: White circles indicate the DOC minima for each tested bypass ratio value, whereas black crosses indicate the DOC minima for each tested wing span value. The global minimum is highlighted using a large black square. Default A320-type setting is for design range = 3,500 km (middle subplot).
Figure 2
Parametric inter-dependencies: DOC levels (z-axes) depending on design range (x-axes), wing span (y-axes), and bypass ratio (varied over the subplots)
Notes: White circles indicate the DOC minima for each tested design range value, and white crosses indicate the DOC minima for each tested wing span value. The global minimum is highlighted using a filled white square. Default A320-type setting is for bypass ratio = 4.8 (top right subplot).
Comparison of the subplots in Figure 1 shows a stronger curvature of the DOC surface for increasing design range. Therefore, the DOC shows a larger sensitivity to the remaining two parameters (wing span and design range) for increasing design range settings. The plots also show that overall costs are lower for designs that use engines with a high bypass ratio. For fixed design range and bypass ratio, a clear minimum considering the wing span dimension is observed. Adjusting the latter variable will be more difficult for the test persons, since the minimum is not located at the edge of the parameter range under consideration. Furthermore, the value of the absolute minimum to be attained will depend on the settings of the other values. The behaviour of the DOC minimum as function of wing span setting is caused by two conflicting optimisation criteria from aerodynamics and structural mechanics. Introducing a larger wing span will make the aircraft aerodynamically more efficient: a larger amount of air is deflected with a relatively lower velocity over the wing to generate the required lift force. Since the kinetic energy required to deflect the oncoming air is linearly dependent on the mass and quadratically dependent on the velocity, it is energetically more advantageous to have a large wing span. From a structural point of view, having a larger wing span is however disadvantageous: larger bending moments will occur due to increased moment vectors of the lift forces leading to higher material stress and the corresponding heavier structure needed. Conflicts that tap into knowledge from different sub-disciplines involved in aircraft design are necessary for the experimental task. Different challenges concerning the design task are evident from Figure 2 . For one, it shows that the choice of design range has a non-linear effect on the DOC. This might seem counter-intuitive as one might assume that, the shorter the design range, the cheaper both production and operation are. However, the direct operating costs are reported in Euros (EUR) per business hour (h) with a [EUR/h] unit. Shorter ranges mean reduced utilisation and more turnaround time on the ground, which is in fact a cost factor for the operating airline. As an engineering task, this is interesting since it introduces a component from a different discipline -economics -which in fact poses relevant constraints for engineering practise. The perspective of Figure 2 also exposes an interaction between wing span and design range, both of which have a non-linear influence on the DOC. The associated values in the subplots indicate that the aircraft design can be optimised globally by adjusting wing span and design range for the given engine at hand. All subplots show a similar shape and furthermore it is seen that the engine's bypass ratio does not affect the location of the global minimum largely (with respect to DOC). This can be explained due to the underlying calculation software, in which the relation between the bypass ratio of the engine and the corresponding effect on the engine mass is still to be incorporated. For the experiment, it is interesting to see if participants will exploit this independence -note that they will not have the global relationships among parameters available as displayed here (the task would be trivial otherwise).
After similar analyses of the effects of the control parameters on fuel mass, TOM, and OEM, the output parameter OEM was also selected for the experimental task. Traditionally, reducing mass is seen as critical within aircraft design. Optimising for a combination of both OEM and DOC is then particularly interesting, since counter-intuitive relations might occur. For example, for a set of aircraft requirements one could obtain a more DOC efficient aircraft, which is heavier than the configuration at the global mass minimum.
Results: MDO task selection
The main goal of the analysis is to narrow down a set of control and output parameters which specify a manageable but demanding task for engineering students. A summary of the results is given in Table 1 . In addition to specifying the control and output parameters, meaningful ranges and change-steps (Δs, i.e., pseudo-continuous or discrete) for the control parameters could be identified. We selected the ranges such that most of the designs are feasible, but allowed some extreme conditions in which VAMPzero yields a warning that the convergence in not possible -for instance, the selected wing span is too short to hold an engine with a given BPR. The feasibility ranges largely depend on the software used to calculate the aircraft properties according to the provided control parameters (see also Zill et al., 2012) . Since VAMPzero is an empirical tool, the equations based on statistics limit the values of control parameters at hand. No change-steps are reported for the output parameters since these are actual outcomes of the calculations and not predefined like the controls. For the output parameters, the reported ranges serve, when applicable, for the purposes of plotting the results within their minimal possible range in the GUI. 
Experimental design
The requirements on the experimental design are twofold. The first relates to the aircraft design task -it needs to be demanding but manageable for engineering undergraduates. Constraining such a task was done in Section 3.2. The second requirement relates to the experimental design -which and how much information should be displayed, or who should be tested in the different experimental condition. In sum, for the experiment we take into account:
a control and output parameters of the aircraft design b quality and quantity of information about participants' design solutions c composition of participant groups with different expertise levels.
Notions and conventions
The purpose of the present studies is to measure engineering performance depending on different experimental conditions. Within this context, it is critical to distinguish between 'experimental design' and 'aircraft design' and their related notions. The former sets conditions based on which the latter is evaluated:
a the experimental design is concerned with providing an appropriate initial setting and different conditions which are designed to tap into the process of aircraft design by observing how test persons accomplish an aircraft design task b based on the experimental conditions, the test persons' average efficacy and efficiency of the achieved aircraft designs can be evaluated.
Furthermore, both experimental design and aircraft design may have their own inputs and outputs. To avoid confusion, we will use the notions 'variables' when referring to the experiment and 'parameters' when referring to the aircraft design. We apply the following common conventions:
c The participants generate aircraft designs by setting specific control parameters via the GUI. In this context we use input parameters and control parameters interchangeably.
d For a set of control parameters, VAMPzero calculates certain output parameters that describe the respective aircraft design.
e Specification of control variables concern the experimental design, their variation provide different experimental conditions to be compared with one another -for instance, comparing performance for different expertise levels. In the literature control variables are sometimes also referred to as independent variables.
f Experimental observations are referred to as dependent variables. They are called so because the measured outcomes depend on the experimental control variables. For the aircraft design task, a dependent variable can be the best average score of an output parameter -in the experimental analysis the best average scores are then compared against a predefined experimental condition (e.g., the participants' expertise level).
Experimental GUIs

Task simplicity
For experimentation, GUIs are useful for several aspects. A practical advantage of the GUI is that it is a simple interface that participants can easily interact with. This opens up the opportunity to test different participant groups in an expertise level experimental condition. For instance, difference of design behaviour and design success can be tested for expert versus novice engineers versus other, i.e., experts from other disciplines. This is possible because familiarity with the specific design software or data structures is not required. Instead, parameters can be adjusted with the GUI in away that is common sense to most people with basic computer skills (which is assumed to be the case for most engineering students and experts from related disciplines). In addition, an easy access to the design software puts the focus on design skills in terms of conceptual understanding about relationships between control parameters and objectives derived from the output aircraft design values. With the GUI, it is possible to limit the number of control parameters that participants can manipulate within predefined ranges. Confining the design and result spaces not only keeps the task simple but also allows for direct comparison of the collected data (e.g., optimal solutions).
Collecting behavioural data
Another advantage is that a GUI allows tracking of the participants' behaviour during a design session. The cursor trajectories and any GUI actions (clicks, slider movements, etc.) are recorded with a time stamp. In addition, for each trial the selected control parameters and the resulting output parameters about the aircraft design are recorded. The latter allows evaluation of engineering performance in terms of efficacy (optimal output values) and efficiency (number of iterations needed to achieve the results). The autonomous behaviour data (trajectories and actions) can be useful to investigate how participants use the information that is provided by the GUI, and that might differ according to experimental condition.
Specifying experimental conditions
Most importantly for our research question is that experimental conditions may differ in the quality and quantity of information that the GUI provides. We are interested to find out how the control variables information quality (e.g., plots vs. tables) and information quantity (e.g., rich vs. sparse) may influence engineering performance. Combinations of these control variables yields a list of four experimental conditions, here: plots-sparse, plots-rich, tables-sparse, and tables-rich. Each condition is realised by one respective GUI. The example of Figure 3 shows the GUI for the plots-rich condition. In the middle and bottom panels on the left, participants can see the history of their control parameters choices as well as the resulting output parameters as plots (plots condition). Details (rich condition) about the compositions of output variables, relative to which participants need to optimise the aircraft, are given in the panel on the right. For the tables conditions, the plots in the left panels are replaced by tables. And for the sparse conditions, respectively, the right-side panel with the output details is left out entirely.
Empirical pilot tests
As a next step, we conducted preliminary tests of the experiment with participants. These -so-called pilot studies -are necessary to evaluate whether the current task is a suitable design exercise. Fine-tuning aside, the pilot studies also serve to improve the GUI by surveying participants about their experiences in using it. This is particularly relevant in order to display information in a more useful way. Quality and quantity of information are the most relevant experimental variables to be tested.
Participants
Two mechanical engineering students were recruited toward the end of the semester from an aircraft design class. These are the advanced participants who had specific experience with aircraft design. Another two mechanical engineering students who had not yet taken courses in aircraft design were recruited as novice students. Although not specifically experienced with aircraft design, they were familiar with general requirements after taking a full semester class in air transportation systems.
In concert with the ethics regulations of the German Psychology Associations, DGP and BDP (2005) , each participant signed informed consent that their participation is voluntary. Participants received thereby written and verbal instructions about the experimental procedure, the data that is collected, and how we will secure and use their data.
Material
Each experiment was conducted on a high-performance laptop with a 39.6 cm (15.6 in) display with 16:9 ratio in full HD resolution (1,920 px by 1,080 px). The experimental GUIs ( Figure 3) were displayed in full-screen mode. For this two laptops were set up with the necessary software tools (Section 3.1), allowing to test up to two participants at the same time. Participants were seated such that they could not see what the other one was doing. They were also given blocs and pens to take notes or make sketches as needed.
Method
All participants were tested in the 'plots-rich' condition (cf. Section 4.2.3). The experiment began with the experimenter explaining the aircraft design task and how it can be performed with the GUI. Participants also received a one-page manual with instructions, for which they were given enough time to read through and which they could keep throughout the experiment. Next, participants filled in a short survey about their aircraft design experiences.
Before starting the experiment, a demo-version of the aircraft design GUI was demonstrated for a maximum of three trials. The experimenter assisted while participants used the GUI to complete up to three demo-trials. During these trials the experimenter explained the function of the GUI and explained what kind of information is given by the different display panels. The experimenter aimed to not give any hints that might influence the participants design decisions. Instead, these trials served purely to assure that the functionality of the GUI is clear. Data from the demo-trials is not considered in the analysis.
When the participant and experimenter agreed that the GUI functionality is clear, the experimental trials were started. In the experimental mode, participants had one hour time to complete their aircraft design optimisation. They were advised that they can commit their final results any time earlier when they considered to have found an optimal aircraft design. Participants who took longer than 50 or 55 minutes were given a note that ten, or respectively, five minutes remain until they had to commit their final designs. No limit on number of trials was set for the pilot tests. After the design sessions was over, the experimenter interviewed the participants about their experience with the task and enquired feedback on the usability of the GUI.
Procedure
The prerequisite software tools and the specific design task that are used in this experiment were described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The focus on the structure and functionality of the GUI (Figure 3) , allowing participants to manipulate control parameters and to evaluate output parameters in order to interactively optimise an aircraft design. In the top left panel, the so-called control panel, participants can manipulate the control parameters and thus generate novel aircraft designs. Design range, wing span, and BPR are the three parameters that participants could adjust (cf. Table 1 in Section 3.2). The design range can be selected in discrete steps from a drop-down menu, while wing span and BPR can be set pseudo continuously with sliders. To begin a new trial, they had to change the value of at least one parameter. On each trial they had also to comment on their parameter selection. Only then the button 'run VAMPzero' was released. Pressing 'run VAMPzero' commits the parameters and starts a VAMPzero iteration. While VAMPzero is calculating, which takes about 5-7 seconds, the control panel was deactivated to prevent changes to the control parameters.
In the middle left panel, referred to as the input display panel, participants can see the histories of their selected control parameters up to the current iteration trial. This is called the input display because it shows that parameters that are passed as inputs to VAMPzero to calculate the associated output values. The respective output parameters are displayed in the left bottom panel, referred to as the output display panel. Some input parameters lead to unfeasible designs (e.g., wings span is too short for the aircraft to fly). For these trials, the output values were left blank (see trial 1 in Figure 3) . The participants were explicitly advised that they should optimise their designs with respect to both output parameters DOC and OEM (cf. Section 3.2). Specifically, they need to find as small as possible values for these two parameters as they measure cost and weight, respectively, both of which are factors that airlines seek to keep as small as possible. The left panel, so-called additional information panel, displays detailed information about the outputs for the feasible aircraft designs. It shows topmost the local sensitivities, calculated as partial derivatives of DOC and OEM with respect to the input parameters wing span and BPR for the fixed respective design range. Sensitivities were not calculated for the design range parameter since it could assume only discrete values (via a drop-down menu). However, we advised the participants that the local sensitivities numbers should be regarded cautiously since the approximation for the sensitivities was not fine enough to be sufficiently representative. This issue has been fixed for the newer versions of the experimental software. Middle and bottom of the additional information panel, two pie-diagrams show, respectively, the breakdown of the output variables DOC and OEM in their major contributing factors. For every feasible trial the sensitivities matrix and the pie diagrams are automatically updated to show the latest respective information. Participants could display for previous trials via the adjacent drop-down menus.
All active elements of the GUI, which the participants can manipulate are listed in Table 2 . The single lines delimit the actions groups of similar purpose. The first three actions are from the category design selection -with these actions participants implement their design decisions -group one. The third group are actions with which the participants can evoke additional information about their designs. The second and fourth groups contain actions that are not really concerned with the design process per se. The buttons serve general actions to propagate or end the task. And the comments are just additional information for the experimenter. This classification is also relevant for the data collection and analysis. Table 2 List of GUI actions that the participants can perform on the GUI from Figure 3 Action name Active GUI element Group 
Data collection
During and after the experimental task the following data-items ware collected:
• Parameters: All input and output parameters (cf. Table 1 ) were recorded for each trial: design range, wing span, BPR, DOC, OEM, trial number. For trials with non-feasible designs, the outputs were set to not a number (NaN).
• Comments: Comments that the participants enter in the control panel were recorded with a trial stamp. At least one comment per trial was required.
• GUI actions: Any actions that participants made with the active elements of the GUI were recorded with a time stamp. A list of these actions is provided in Table 2 .
• Cursor trajectories: The position of the cursor on the GUI was also recorded in normalised x-and y-coordinates with a time stamp every 0.01 of a second. Total: 100 (x; y)-pairs per second.
• Interview: Participants were asked to give feedback on the GUI and the task, after they accomplished their design session. The experimenter performed the informal interviews and took written notes.
Note: Due to a path definition error in the experimental software, the parameters and cursor trajectories were not recorded for the two advanced students. This error was fixed before the novice students participated in the task.
Analysis of pilot studies
Note that we have tested so far only four participants, two advanced and two novice mechanical engineering students, and all with the same visualisation condition, plots-rich. The pilot tests are important in order to improve the experiment. In particular they serve to fine-tune the difficulty of the aircraft design task, but also to improve the overall experience of doing the exercise. These are the issues that we are mostly concerned with when analysing the pilot data.
Efficiency and efficacy variables
The efficacy variables are reported in Table 3 . Efficacy is measured as time in minutes and number of trials needed to achieve the an optimal design. We did not analyse the efficiency (minimal scores achieved) due the small probe (collected only for the novices). Several interesting observations stick out from the table, most of them concern the efficacy variables time and number of trials. Firstly, all participants finished within less than an hour, which means that they have come to a conclusion in finding a design they consider optimal. Secondly, within expertise groups, both Advanced students and both Novices have similar time scores to one another. The Advanced finished in about 25-26 minutes, while the Novices in about 55-56 minutes. Overall, Novices had to work almost twice as long as the Advanced to achieve similar results. This observation hints that we can expect the task to show different levels of difficulty for the different expertise groups. Thirdly, despite similar times within the groups, the number of iteration trials show large differences among participants in each expertise group. This is interesting as it might hint at individual differences in the strategies used: systematic exploration of the parameter space versus usage of previous knowledge for strategic setting of parameters. However, the number of participants is too low and further investigation is necessary to analyse such effects. Critical for our research is that the collection of response patterns, beyond the mere efficiency and efficacy measurements, can be revealing about the decision making process in the design task.
Overall, a critical conclusion from these observations is that we need to limit not only the time but also the number of iterations that are allowed before the design session is over. This will help to increase the aircraft design task difficulty, which is critical in order to improve the experiment as reported in the interviews in Section 5.6.3.
Behavioural data
The evidence from the efficacy variables is also reflected by the data from the GUI actions in Figure 4 -these are the same actions, in the same order, and the same grouping as reported in the experimental procedure (Section 5.4, Table 2 ). Participants who solved the task more effectively, i.e., who used less trials to conclude their design, also have a lesser zig-zag pattern in their trajectories over a similar period of time as their cohortssuch patterns indicate a more systematic approach, focusing on effects of single variables. In addition, analysing such patterns (measuring the density of the zig-zag) might be important when the number of trials is limited. Figure 4 Participants' GUI events: each interaction on the active GUI elements is marked with a circle Notes: The type of the action is identified on the y-axis against time on the x-axis. Groups of actions, as reported in Table 2 , are separated by dashed horizontal lines. The plots on the left show the novices' data, on the right are the advanced participants' data. Within the expertise groups, the plots atop are from the participants who had better scores on the efficiency and efficacy variables.
The GUI actions, with which participants may manipulate any of the respective three input parameters, displayed atop. When comparing the plots only with respect to these three actions, another commonality between the participants, who used less trials than their cohorts, can be observed: They hardly manipulate the design range parameter, they do not often change the BPR, but mostly dial on the wing span. This suggests a systematic approach, but more data is needed to see if this really can be likened to better performance scores. For the participants who used more trials, the manipulations are more similarly distributed over the three input parameters.
In the second and the bottom action-groups are the so-called general actionsentering comments, starting a trial or finishing the session -that need to be performed in order to progress through the trials or simply finish when done. They are not of much interest here, as they are per definition identical on any trial. Our focus is on the intermediate action-group, the third from the top. It shows actions, which evoke details about the output parameters from previous trials. All participants hardly ever do any actions to reveal additional information form previous trials. This clearly is a hint that this information is not used by the participants. It would also be of interest to find out why this information has not been looked at. We consider the following options: a this information is not well selected, and simply not useful at all b the task is too easy, such that additional information is not needed c the additional information is relevant only for the current trial d participants do not know how to use this information.
Further investigation is needed to reveal which option is most likely to apply. In the future experiments, we will specifically interview participants if and how they use the additional information, and to what information they would like access. Additional evidence can be revealed in the full experiment, when the rich versus sparse information conditions are compared for a larger number of participants. These two conditions directly address the question of whether the additional information we have selected can support or disturb design decisions -if group performance is better in the Rich or Sparse, respectively.
To answer such questions, ideally, one should track the participants eye movements while they perform the task (see also Hasse et al., 2012 Hasse et al., , 2013 ). This will be useful to provide insights about how participants access information when it is provided in different modes, for instance, in the tables versus plots conditions (cf. Section 4). As the equipment for eye tracking is not readily available, the cursor position trajectories can serve as a gross approximation in the first instance. Once the experiments are proved to show effects of visualisation, eye-tracking studies can be performed to gain additional insight. Examples for cursor trajectories are shown in Figure 5 for the novice participants. The participant novice 1 seems to investigate the output plots regularly as trials progress, as it is evident from the clustering of lines in the output panel, bottom left. In contrast, novice 2, despite denser trajectories due to the larger amount of trials which he performs, uses less actions to investigate to output plots early in the experiment -most cursor positions are clustered in the top area where parameters can set and designs iterated. One method that we plan to pilot is to use dynamic focus on selected panels. Only the panel where the mouse cursor is hovering over will be clearly displayed, while all other panels will be blended out. This will give a hint on when and for how long participants look at the information in the different panels. However, this technique needs to be tested first as it might cause issues. For example, it would be harder for the participants to compare input and output panels as only one may be in focus.
Interviews
Given the pilot phase of the current research, the interviews were most informative on how we can improve and fine tune the experiment. The interviews, though brief were very telling about how we can improve the experiment. We will first report the feedback related to the MDO task and next the GUI related feedback. The two advanced students participated in the first round of the experiment. From their experience with aircraft design from class, they quickly set the wing span and design range close to optimal values, which they knew by heart. They reasoned about these values also in the comments. Both of them also realised very early in the experiment that increasing BPR leads to decrease of DOC, while it had almost no effect on OEM. Note that the former is also evident from Figure 1 , as the DOC surfaces monotonically increase for higher BPR values. In our numeric analysis we have overlooked that these relationships potentially trivialise the task -setting the parameter at its maximum is then always better.
A subsequent look into the VAMPzero tool and the original A320-type data file revealed that BPR, which is associated with a larger diameter does indeed not significantly increase the weight, as reported in the OEM parameter. This is because for the A320s only a limited number of engines are being produced, and the VAMPzero tools were not designed to deal with continuous changes to the BPR parameter. This issue has been now fixed.
Nonetheless, we also tested two Novice students in the version of the task that was too easy for the advanced students. They also considered the task as not very demanding or interesting. Similarly, as the advanced students reported, both novices also figured out that increasing the BPR parameter provides better results. However, they did not do so right at the beginning of the task, but came to this conclusion late in the session (which lasted about twice as long as for the advanced students).
From the participants, we also received important feedback that helped to improve the overall aesthetics and functionality of the GUI. One complaint was that it was very hard to adjust desired parameter values with the sliders. This was easily fixed by linking each slider with an editable text box that accepts decimals. Given the range of output parameters, differences of values may become very indistinguishable for the naked eye, and participants used the GUI option to display values when clicking on the plot. Participants find this inconvenient, as they had to try to remember or write values in order to find the minimum. We also consider this problematic, because participants are in fact generating tables from the plots -such compression actions can be identified from nearly horizontal lines in the bottom part of the cursor trajectories in Figure 5 . To have a clear distinction between plots and tables condition, the option to display values is turned off for the plots. Instead a cross-hair cursor appears at the end of each trial, such that participants can use it to graphically search for minima in the output plots. Finally, elements of the third panel that belong together were grouped in functional sub-groups by using a slightly brighter colour than the background. To provide a consistent GUI appearance, the same distinction -darker background for the panel, brighter background for the elements of a group -was used in all panels.
General discussion
The numeric tests and pilot studies are preliminary steps, necessary to set-up a toolbox with which engineering performance can be measured. More specifically, the numeric tests helped narrow down a reasonable set of input and output parameters that circumscribe an MDO for an aircraft design. A GUI application was then programmed as a tool, with which engineering students can easily generate aircraft designs -trying to solve an MDO problem by adjusting input parameters in order to minimise output values (OEM and DOC for a light and cost efficient aircraft).
The pilot studies helped to identify critical improvements to both, the MDO task and the GUI. Most importantly, task difficulty had to be increased. This is realised by letting the aircraft's empty weight (OEM parameter) depend more strongly on the engines' by pass ratio (BPR parameter). In addition, time and trial limits are set, within which participants have to finish optimisation. This is to avoid that participants more or less randomly test a large as possible set of input values for an increased chance to hit optimal output values. A trials limit should encourage participants to identify meaningful relationships among parameters from the information provided by the GUI. This is absolutely critical for an extended experimental study, which aims to reveal how quality and quantity of information visualisation influences performance and behaviour. Austin-Breneman et al. (2012) also test how students solve an MDO problem and compare the students' performance to established numeric MDO strategies. We use an MDO task to find out how people solve complex tasks, but focus on the role of visual context within which decision making takes place -these type of interactions are known from cognitive science research for fundamental forms of cognition like formation of concepts (Barsalou et al., 2007) and spatial representation (Erlhagen and Schöner, 2002; Simmering et al., 2008) . By applying methods of cognitive science, we seek to understand how such basic interactions translate to decision making in the context of a complex engineering problem.
The main results of the present paper is a proofed and improved toolbox, with which we can study how visualisation can support engineering performance. Currently we are conducting an extended experimental series with four visualisation conditionsplots-sparse, plots-rich, tables-sparse, and tables-rich -in which novice undergraduate engineering students participate. This is a critical base-line experiment that we plan to extend in several directions. For selected cases, eye-tracking will be applied for a richer insight into how participants use information. Additional measures need to be developed to link underlying performance to general innovation skills [see also Baron and Ward (2004) and Ward (2004) on cognitive science and de Boer and Badke-Schaub (2008) on physiological methods]. The experimental research needs to be supported with empirical data from interviews with engineers on how they use and would like to use visualisations. This would help to improve the GUIs by presenting information in a useful way (see also Ahmed et al., 2003; Rosenthal et al., 2013) .With a good set of interactive MDO tools, the aircraft design task and GUI capabilities should be extended to study collaboration within teams of engineers [see also Austin-Breneman et al. (2012) on collaboration and Bresciani and Eppler (2009) and Eppler et al. (2013) on visualisation support of team work]. Overall, this paper presented a critical first step for the development of interactive design tools that can help enhance collaboration in multidisciplinary teams. Such tools should complement the efforts to improve the IDL as a collaborative design facility (Bachmann et al., 2012) and to provide a supportive working environment (Dineva et al., 2013) . Finally, good interactive tools can also be incorporated into a project-driven educational programme to help teach collaboration early on (Dowling and Hadgraft, 2011; Mathers et al., 2012; Neerincx et al., 2006) .
Conclusions
Science is just beginning to unveil processes of collaborative engineering. The current study is the foundation of a research program that is bringing empirical methods from the fields of cognitive and behavioural research into the field of engineering. We aim to contribute by developing rigorous experimental methods to study how different visualisation settings may influence engineers' decision making. Experimental research, which taps into the thought process of engineering, requires innovative techniques. Innovation, in turn, requires preliminary work as it was presented in the current paper.
The central result of this paper is to identify a design task which we believe to pose the right level of difficulty for undergraduate students. Pilot studies with Advanced and Novice participants identified critical corrections to the task and to the experimental GUI. To understand the role of visual information is central to our approach, and we anticipate the experiments to provide insights that will help to improve environments for collaborative engineering. The overarching goal is to find new ways how to enhance work experiences for individuals and outcomes for their institutions.
